
The World’s Most Documented Psychic!... 
Anthony Carr’s 20/20 vision for 2020 – and beyond! 
 
 
WILL SMITH may well wish he had his famous memory-zapping neuralyzer from Men in 

Black when his quick-tempered wife, JADA, catches him in flagrante delicto (“in the 

very act of committing a crime”) with a beautiful white girl. 

 

OPRAH WINFREY suffers near-fatal heart attack from her sea-saw dieting. 

 

ROBERT DENIRO temporarily gives up the big screen to spear-head a movement that 

organizes underground armies to weed out sleeper Arab Muslim terrorists across 

America. 

 

Bloody violence around comedian EDDIE MURPHY – Take care at a party! 

 

JOHNNY DEPP secretly loves a married movie star who soon appears beside him as 

the “love interest” in a new adventure blockbuster. This not only ignites sparks between 

them but also from her husband, a Hollywood heavy hitter. Watch out for Fireworks! 

 

CONAN O'BRIEN will receive secret medical treatments designed to transform the 

talk-show host from straight-faced, pale-faced comedian to showbiz tanned titan in 

bronze skin, second only to actor GEORGE HAMILTON. 

 

A terrible helicopter accident surrounds Canadian diva CELINE DION. Although she is 

not hurt, the near death experience leaves her shaken to the point that all future travel 

plans for her more than three hundred gigs a year will be radically rearranged! 

 

Former world heavyweight boxing champion MIKE TYSON is offered a dazzling new 

career opportunity involving young people and inspiration!  

 

MEL GIBSON’S daughter in serious danger of sudden cardiac arrest from drug 

overdose! Another one is too close to crocodiles! 



 

JERRY SEINFELD headed for divorce court – and worse! His wife, Jessica, bored with 

marriage, starts “playing around.” Jerry won’t take this sitting down (because he’s a 

stand up comic, kind of guy) and hires a street thug to catch this lothario. Trouble is, the 

“guy” turns the tables by beating up the thug, and Seinfeld, who ends up in hospital! 

 

“Believe-It-Or-Not!” JENNIFER ANISTON makes a sensational attempt to reunite with 

BRAD PITT – and succeeds!! This ignites anew both their careers! 

 

Moulin Rouge star NICOLE KIDMAN will always remain close with TOM CRUISE 

because of their unique, shared relationship and “closeted” secret. But a secret – soon 

known by all – explodes under the spotlight, centre stage! (Psst! – definition of a secret: 

“something you tell one person at a time.”) 

 

JACK NICHOLSON nearly succumbs to a fatal dose of Viagra while visiting his favorite 

madam, “Bridgeet,” in the Hollywood Hills where he allegedly enjoys a good spanking 

by her, once in a while. 

 

A popular Hollywood domina-trix (or should that be turnin' tricks?) spills the beans about 

sexual peccadilloes of Tinseltown’s most dazzling stars, especially old “snake eyes,” 

Jack…. Ya’ know what I mean? Mr. Nicholson? 

 

Nicholson also becomes another Marlon Brando, in that strange and bizarre behaviour 

renders him (even more!) eccentric and reclusive, leaving Hollywood no choice but to 

cater to his every whim as he actually becomes the character he portrayed in As Good 

As It Gets. (A clear case of life imitating art.) 

 

Superstar GWEN STEFANI experiences a musical paradigm shift which subtly 

combines her current style with that of the great Mendelssohn. This creates an entirely 

new, never-before-heard tonality which carries her to even greater heights! 

 

CAITLYN JENNER decides in 2020 that he made a mistake and wants to go back to 

being a man! He’ll begin a new, soul-searching autobiography entitled Soft Shoulder in 



which he bares his soul and describes his current feelings… a cornucopia of severely 

conflicted oscillating personalities. 

 

KIM KARDASHIAN will soon face her greatest threat to her career and personal 

survival, as Pluto slowly moves in to square her sun. This lady, “famous for being 

famous,” shall become infamous for the same but opposite reasons. (Figure that one 

out, if you can? I can’t!) 

 

Gemini KANYE WEST only opens his mouth to change feet (much like Sagitarrians!). 

And it is this inability to zip it up (his mouth, that is) which will yet again land him in hot 

water as he commits another world-class faux pas. (This time he won’t be so lucky, as 

other “indiscretions” begin to surface that also contribute to the difficulties his lovely 

wife, Kim, simultaneously will be experiencing.) 

 

Both LADY GAGA and MADONNA sing, dance and dress as though Helen Keller were 

their muse. Both have talent and are well-packaged and well-marketed for this reason. 

Each would do superbly well in the circus or carnival as a possible second career, given 

the way they dress. But Lady Gaga is in for a scandalous break-up with her current 

paramour in 2020! 

 

Busty, lusty country singer DOLLY PARTON contracts rare lung disease requiring 

massive doses of steroids that cause her to bloat like the Hindenburg! For a short while 

she’ll look more like Dolly porpoise than Dolly Parton, but will return to normal after 

she’s weaned from the drugs. 

 

PRESIDENT TRUMP will be impeached but could win 

another term. (I had a dream that he did! But unfortunately I can’t do anything 

about my dreams, more’s the pity.) Unbelievable – yet perhaps true! But whether 

he wins another term or not; and regardless how he leaves office – vertically 

or horizontally – the U.S. Presidency will never be the same again. Never. He 

will have smashed and left it – and America – and the rest of the world, in 

ruins. Virtually, if not actually, in a state of war! This 45th President of the 

United States will be the last U.S. President, as we now recognize the office. Finis!! 



 

Toronto born, rubber-faced comedian JIM CARREY will be the next celebrity to go off 

the rails and severely punished for publicly saying the wrong thing at the right time (or 

vice-versa). Despite numerous apologies, nothing allows him back on track as he slowly 

slinks his way back home, to Toronto. 

 

KATE MIDDLETON (Duchess of Cambridge) has a bleak future… I see much turmoil, 

not unlike the late PRINCESS DIANA. I see a tidal wave of flame sweeping over this 

royal couple. It does not bode well! 

 

SARAH JESSICA PARKER is destined to become an integral part of a great American 

Monument... She's got a head that belongs on Mount Rushmore. 

 

BRITNEY SPEARS inadvertently commits suicide while feasting on the Japanese 

specialty of the house: poisonous blowfish! Great caution must be exercised while 

indulging in this deadly delectable, much like porcupines do while making love. In 

Spear’s case, you might say she’s gonna commit chopsuey-cide. 

 

Singer-actor JENNIFER LOPEZ’S new home will be struck by lightning and burn to the 

ground…. (Jewish lightning, no doubt.) 

 

Super mom ANGELINA JOLIE surprises Tinseltown by forgiving and forgetting all 

injustices (real or imagined) committed against her by her father, actor JON VOIGHT. 

When Jolie's male progenitor is rushed to hospital – seriously stricken – she wastes no 

time flying to his side! 

 

Looking like a tired ant-eater, HOWARD STERN cleans up his act and turns into Mr. 

Nice Guy. But when ratings plummet, the Shock Jock quickly reverts to type and rockets 

back to the number one spot as American's favorite vulgar talk-show host. 

 

Lesbians like ROSIE O'DONNELL and ELLEN DEGENERES to suffer menopause. 

That is to say, a pause between men! 

 



Soccer legend DAVID BECKHAM must guard his son closely around water. The dark 

and deep is where danger lurks! 

 

As I correctly predicted last year, The Toronto Raptors will again become the top NBA 

team, winning the 2020 championship; and all of this without KAWHI LEONARD! 

 

Coach SHELDON KEEFE does for the Toronto Maple Leafs what NICK NURSE did for 

The Raptors. Leafs will not win in 2020 but come closer than they have in decades! 

(1967 was their last win – Yikes!) 

 

Turns out Christopher Columbus was right when he thought he landed in India, but 

instead “discovered” America. It’s just that it took India about four hundred years to 

catch up with us. North America will become predominantly Indian and Chinese over the 

next decade. Who knew Columbus was that psychic?! 

 

A large portion of a continent slides into the abyss, much like warm cheese slides off a 

cracker. 

 

An exploding meteor blasts bits over a heavily populated area – injuring thousands! 

 

Large increase in UFO sightings! 2020 finally sees the true Gods make contact! 

 

Canada’s economy crumbles over the next few years, as does America’s. Adult children 

in their 20s and 30s will flock back home to mommy and daddy as quickly as possible! 

 

Lotto 6/49 to experience a computer glitch that results in false payouts of billions, 

placing the company in near bankruptcy. Quickly following on its heels is America’s 

Power Super Bowl Jackpot Lottery! Following this “catastrophe” will be many very 

put-off American’s and Canadian’s who, for a brief moment, thought they were at last on 

“easy street.” 

 


